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Abstract A revised wind-over-wave-coupling model is developed to provide a consistent description of
the sea surface drag and heat/moister transfer coefficients, and associated wind velocity and temperature
profiles. The spectral distribution of short wind waves in the decimeter to a few millimeters range of wavelengths is introduced based on the wave action balance equation constrained using the Yurovskaya et al.
(2013) optical field wave measurements. The model is capable to reproduce fundamental statistical properties of the sea surface, such as the mean square slope and the spectral distribution of breaking crests length.
The surface stress accounts for the effect of airflow separation due to wave breaking, which enables a better
fit of simulated form drag to observations. The wave breaking controls the overall energy losses for the
gravity waves, but also the generation of shorter waves including the parasitic capillaries, thus enhancing
the form drag. Breaking wave contribution to the form drag increases rapidly at winds above 15 m/s where
it exceeds the nonbreaking wave contribution. The overall impact of wind waves (breaking and nonbreaking) leads to a sheltering of the near-surface layer where the turbulent mixing is suppressed. Accordingly,
the air temperature gradient in this sheltered layer increases to maintain the heat flux constant. The resulting deformation of the air temperature profile tends to lower the roughness scale for temperature compared to its value over the smooth surface.

1. Introduction
Wind generated ocean surface waves provide a feedback on the airflow above by extracting energy and
momentum from the wind, thus reducing the wind forcing generating these waves. Starting from earlier
papers by Janssen [1989] and Chalikov and Makin [1991], the wave feedbacks on momentum fluxes in the
near-surface atmosphere have been extensively investigated [e.g., Makin et al., 1995; Makin and Mastenbroek, 1996; Makin and Kudryavtsev, 1999; Hara and Belcher, 2004; Chalikov and Rainchik, 2010]. The basic
physics of the wave feedback involves the partitioning of momentum flux in the atmospheric wave boundary layer into turbulent and wave-induced components. Momentum input from wind to waves is proportional to the turbulent stress within an inner region (IR) [Belcher and Hunt, 1993]. Therefore, momentum
uptake by longer waves reduces wind input to shorter waves, thus their spectral level. This feedback
between turbulent stresses and wind waves ensures a stability of the coupled wind wave system [Kudryavtsev et al., 1999; Hara and Belcher, 2002].
Kudryavtsev et al. [1999] have emphasized that wavelength range from capillaries to the spectral peak must
be modeled to ensure a quantitative correspondence with fundamental integral properties of the sea surface, such as the mean square slope (MSS) [e.g., Cox and Munk, 1954; Munk, 2009]. Indeed, the form drag
scaled by the friction velocity squared is directly linked to the MSS [Plant, 1982]. MSS is very sensitive to the
high-frequency spectrum tail. Unrealistic simulation of MSS would result in unrealistic air-sea fluxes and the
form drag. We next show that constrained coupling between wind wave spectrum and related drag coefficient largely overcomes an impact of the turbulent closure scheme—either a simple mixing length closure
[e.g., Makin et al., 1995] or a higher level closure employing turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation balance [Makin and Mastenbroek, 1996; Hara and Belcher, 2004; Chalikov and Rainchik, 2012].
Even given a constrained wave spectrum and correct MSS, models systematically underestimate the sea surface drag coefficient [see e.g., Makin and Kudryavtsev, 1999, Figure 3; Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001, Figure 1].
Implicitly, this underestimation suggests that impacts of other factors, like wave breakings [e.g., Melville,
1977] should be taken into account. Impacts of the airflow separation due to wave breaking on the form
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Figure 1. (a and c) Drag coefficient and (b and d) the Charnock parameter versus wind speed. Dash and dash-dotted lines show empirical
relations suggested by Fairall et al. [2003], COARE 3.0, and Edson et al. [2013], COARE 3.5, correspondingly; dotted lines show the smooth
1=2
surface relations with the roughness scale defined by z0m 50:1m=s0 . Solid black and gray lines in Figures 1a and 1b are model calculations
without accounting for the AFS, and with ‘‘true’’ MSS (black solid) and with MSS increased twofold (solid gray). Solid lines in Figures 1c and
1d are the full model calculations with accounting for the AFS stress.

drag have been clearly identified by experiments [e.g., Banner, 1990; Reul et al., 2007] and numerical large
eddy simulations (LES) [Suzuki et al., 2013].
Effect of the airflow separation from breaking waves on the sea surface drag was first introduced by
Kudryavtsev and Makin [2001]. They considered the integrated-over-height momentum conservation equation where the form drag is separated between contributions from nonbreaking and breaking waves. The
latter is chosen to restitute airflow separations from breaking wave crests that leads to the air pressure drop
inside the separation bubbles, thus acting on the forward slope and contributing to the form drag. As
shown, the airflow separation can support up to 50% of the total form drag. Kukulka et al. [2007] and
Kukulka and Hara [2008a, 2008b] further developed Kudryavtsev and Makin’s [2001] model using vertically
resolved momentum conservations equation coupled with wind waves and wave breaking.
In the present study, we follow the approach described above and build upon the recent field observations
of 2-D wave number short wind wave spectra (in the wavelength range from a few millimeters to a few
decimeters, Yurovskaya et al., [2013]) and wave breaking statistics [Sutherland and Melville, 2013]. Wave
breaking plays an important role in dynamics of ‘‘wind wave’’ coupled system, and their impact is included
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in the model through the following mechanisms. Wave breaking (i) controls energy dissipation and thus
define spectrum in the gravity range [Phillips, 1985]; (ii) generates shorter (including parasitic) surface waves,
and thus influence shape of the spectrum in the high-frequency range [e.g., Kudryavtsev and Johannessen,
2004; Rozenberg and Ritter, 2005]; (iii) enhances the form drag due to the airflow separations from breaking
crests and momentum flux to shortwaves generated by breaking crests. At higher wind speeds, outburst of
spume droplets from breaking crests [Veron et al., 2012] can possibly become important factor affecting
dynamics of the coupled system through impact of spray on stratification [Kudryavtsev, 2006], and/or direct
impact on momentum balance [Andreas, 2004; Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2011]. Hereafter, we are focusing on
dynamics of the coupled system and air-sea fluxes at moderate to high wind speeds, up to about 20 m/s,
when impact of sea spray should be negligible.
The main objective of this paper is to develop a model consistently describing the basic components of the
wind wave coupled system including the form drag, heat/moister transfer coefficients, vertical wind velocity
and temperature profiles, and wave spectrum for meter to millimeter wavelengths. As mentioned, key role
in this new development belongs to the wave breaking that control energy losses for the gravity waves and
energy gain for shorter surface waves, as well as support significant part of the surface form drag. For all
these processes, the same statistical quantity, i.e., the length of breaking wave crests is used.
A consistent coupled wind wave model can also be invoked to analyze and interpret ocean remote sensing
measurements. Via the ever-increasing complement of microwave and optical techniques, combined passive and active observations, or polarization properties [e.g., Hwang et al., 2010; Kudryavtsev et al., 2012,
2013], improved knowledge of the wind wave system, and more particularly the short scale slope and curvature variances, shall help more direct quantifications of air-sea momentum, heat, and gas exchanges.
The paper is organized as the following. In section 2, the momentum conservation equation for narrow
band surface waves is considered to introduce the form drag supported by regular (nonbreaking) and
breaking waves. We then derive the general momentum conservation equation integrated over all surface
waves. In section 3, the wind wave spectrum model and turbulent closure scheme accounting for the
impact of breaking waves are introduced followed by discussions of parameterization of some basic surface
properties including the length of breaking crests. Then a solution of the coupled problem in terms of the
momentum and heat transfer is presented. In section 4, the crucial role of wave breakings on the dynamics
of the coupled system is emphasized. Next, we compare model predictions with empirical data. In section
5, we discuss impact of ‘‘uncertainties’’ in definition of the wave spectrum on the drag coefficient, and then
discuss an alternative approach for modeling the form drag supported by breaking crests. Conclusions follow in section 6.

2. Momentum Balance
2.1. Narrow Band Wind Waves
Considering an impact of a narrow band (wave number vector range from k to k 1 dk) surface waves and
their breakings, the momentum conservation equation (written in the displaced coordinate system following the surface) is decomposed as:
@ 0 0
u w 52dsw dðz2lÞ2dss dðz2lb Þ
@z

(1)

Here z is the vertical coordinate, u0 w 0 is the turbulent momentum flux normalized by the air density (hereinafter all components of the momentum balance are scaled by the air density), dsw is the wave-induced
stress, dss is the stress supported by breaking crests (hereafter called the airflow separation, AFS, stress),
and dðzÞ is the Dirac delta-function. As expressed in (1), an expected impact of wind waves is distributed in
the vertical. Characteristic vertical scale for breaking crests is lb 5eb k 21 , where eb is the local breaking wave
steepness, while the scale for regular (nonbreaking) waves is l5el k 21 , where el is the inner region (IR)
parameter of an order of Oð1021 Þ.
Omitting the AFS term, dss $ 0, equation (1) corresponds to the momentum balance previously considered
by Kudryavtsev and Makin [1999], Kudryavtsev et al. [1999], and Hara and Belcher [2002, 2004]. When both
wave-induced and AFS stress components are retained, equation (1) corresponds to the momentum
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Figure 2. (left) The mean square slope (MSS) of the sea surface and (right) ratio of the cross-wind to the up-wind components of the MSS
versus wind speed: dash lines are Cox and Munk [1954] data; solid lines are the model calculations; gray solid lines are the model calculations without accounting for the impact of wave breaking stress.

balance considered by Kudryavtsev and Makin [2001] using a height-integrated version of (1), and by
Kukulka et al. [2007], Kukulka and Hara [2008a, 2008b]. In fact [see, e.g., Makin and Kudryavtsev, 1999,
Figure 2; Sullivan et al., 2000, Figure 12], the vertical distribution of dsw and dss can differ from a step-like
behavior introduced in (1). However, in the next, we deal with the momentum quantities integrated over all
breaking waves (see equations (5) and (8)). Therefore, the details of vertical profiles of dsw and dss are not
important, and only does matter the vertical scales l and lb of their attenuation.
Wave-induced stress dsw can be directly expressed in terms of wind wave parameters:
dsw 5ðqw =qa Þcos ubx2 k 24 BðkÞdk

(2)

where qa and qw are air and water densities, BðkÞ is the saturation spectrum that is related to the wave elevation spectrum, SðkÞ, as: SðkÞ5k 24 BðkÞ, x and k are wave frequency and wave number vector (k denotes
its modulus), b is the wind wave growth rate. The growth rate b is parameterized in the functional form
originally suggested by Plant [1982] with some modifications suggested by the rapid distortion theory of
Belcher and Hunt [1993]:
b5cb^s l ðu% =cÞ2 cos ujcos uj

(3)

where cb is a growth rate ‘‘constant’’ (fixed here at cb 5331022 ), ^s l 5sl ðzÞ=u2% is the dimensionless turbulent
shear stress at the top of the inner region (IR, z5l / 0:1k 21 ) normalized by the friction velocity, u*, well
above the water surface, c is the phase speed, u is the direction between wave number vector and wind
velocity. Factor ^s l in (3) indicates that growth rate is governed by the turbulent stress in the IR [e.g., Makin
and Kudryavtsev, 1999, Figure 1]. Notice that we use growth rate (3) for wind waves with phase velocity
c < uk , uk is wind speed at z5k 21 , while for fast moving waves (with c > uk ) b 5 0.
Based on similarity between the crest of a breaking wave and a backward step, Kudryavtsev and Makin
[2001] have proposed the following expression for the airflow separation (AFS) stress, dss :
dss 52eb Dpcos uk 21 Kdk
Dp5cdb ðub cos u2cÞ2

(4)

where eb is the steepness of breaking wave, KðkÞ the spectral density of length of wave breaking fronts per
unit area [Phillips, 1985], Dp is the pressure drop (normalized by the air density) due to AFS acting on the
forward slope of breaking wave, ub is the mean wind velocity at the height of breaking crest, and
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z5eb =k, cdb is dimensionless the AFS constant corresponding to the local drag coefficient of breaking crest.
Note that while being practical, this analogy is certainly a strong idealization and could not describe well
the real breaking process. In principle, a wave can start breaking along one-dimensional crest. But, as it is
commonly observed, breaking is often accompanied by intense crest disruptions that produce egg-like
roughness patterns with entrainment of the air and results in appearance of well visible whitecaps. In
section 5, we shall discuss how to treat (4) in such a complex case.

2.2. Contribution of All Waves
The total AFS force, Ts ðzÞ, is given by integration over k:
Ts ðzÞ5

ðð

dss dðz2eb =kÞkdkdu

(5)

Using dss from (4) and x5z2eb =k, (5) becomes:
Ts ðzÞ52e2b

ðð

DpKcos uðz2xÞ22 dðxÞdxdu

ð
52e2b z 22 ðDpKÞk5eb =z cos udu

(6)

Substituting Dp from (4) gives:
"
#
zTs ðzÞ 5 T^ s ðkÞ k5e

b

T^ s ðkÞ

=z
2

ð

52eb cdb ðub 2cÞ kK0 ku cos 3 udu

(7)

Ð
where T^ ðkÞ is the spectral distribution of the AFS stress, K0 ðkÞ5 Kðk; uÞdu is the omnidirectional distribution of breaking crests length, and ku 5K=K0 is its angular distribution. Notice, that cos u is factorized from
the parentheses in (4) assuming that AFS drag is mostly supported by relatively slow breaking waves.
The wave-induced force Tw integrated over all wave components reads:
ð
Tw ðzÞ5 dsw dðz2el =kÞkdkdu

(8)

"
#
zTw ðzÞ5 T^ w ðkÞ k5el =z

(9)

Combining (8) and (2) gives:

T^ w ðkÞ5cw sl B0 ðkÞ

Ð
where T^ w ðkÞ is the spectrum of the wave-induced stress, B0 ðkÞ5 Bðk; uÞdu is the omnidirectional saturaÐ
tion spectrum, cw 5ðqw =qa Þcb bu cos 3 udu is the wave-induced stress ‘‘constant,’’ bu 5B=B0 is the angular
distribution of wave spectrum.
The momentum conservation equation (1) integrated over all wave components becomes:
@s
5Tw ðzÞ1Ts ðzÞ
@z

(10)

where s52u0 w 0 is the turbulent stress (scaled by air density). This equation can be rewritten in a ‘‘standard’’
form:
sðzÞ1ss ðzÞ1sw ðzÞ5u2%

(11)

where ss and sw are the AFS and wave-induced stresses:
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(12)

z

expressed via their spectral densities as:
ss ðzÞ5

ð eb =z
0

T^ s ðkÞdln k;

sw ðzÞ5

ð el =z
0

T^ w ðkÞdln k

(13)

At the sea surface (11) reads:
sv0 1

ð1
0

ð1
T^ w ðkÞdln k1 T^ s ðkÞdln k5u2%

(14)

0

where sv0 5sð0Þ is the viscous surface stress.

3. The Coupled System
3.1. Spectrum of Wind Waves and Wave Breaking
Spectrum of wind waves determining the form drag of the sea surface is defined following a
semiempirical model suggested in Kudryavtsev et al. [1999] and Kudryavtsev and Johannessen
[2004]. It is constrained by the observations [Yurovskaya et al., 2013]. A brief overview of the
spectrum is given in Appendix A. The shape of the spectrum in the equilibrium range, from
shortest capillaries to wavelengths about 10th of the spectral peak, results from the energy balance, which includes wind forcing (first term in (A1)), viscous and nonlinear (waver breaking) dissipation (first and second term in (A1)), generation of bound parasitic capillary waves, and
shortwaves generated by breaking crests due to mechanical disturbances of the sea surface (third
term in (A1)). This model is consistent with the measurements (see Figures 6 and 7), and thus
can be considered as a ‘‘reliable’’ component of the wind wave coupled model. Coupling of the
‘‘water-side’’ of the model with its ‘‘air-side’’ is done via wind forcing described in terms of the
growth rate. In order to have a consistent description of both components of the coupled model,
growth rate in the wave spectrum model is defined by the same relation (3) that was used to
calculate wave-induced stress (9).
Notice that the energy balance (A1) does not possess a term describing wind energy transfer to breaking crests as suggested by Kukulka and Hara [2008a, 2008b]. Although the wind energy flux to breaking crests can be comparable with the flux to ‘‘regular’’ surface (see Figure 4), this term (unlike work
of wave-slope-correlated pressure) does not pump energy to the regular surface described by (A1), but
provides transient transfer of energy (and momentum) to short-living breaking crests which then transfer the received amount of wind energy and momentum to the turbulence in the upper ocean layer
(as well as to spume droplets at high winds). Therefore, wind energy and momentum fluxes to breaking crests should be included in the TKE balance equation for the water side, as this is already done
for the air-side (see section 3.2). Usually, the energy flux Fwwb , linked to the wave breaking dissipation
Ð
(D) as Fwwb 5 Ddk, is considered as the main source of TKE in the uppermost meters of the ocean
[see, e.g., Kudryavtsev et al., 2008, and corresponding references in that paper]. Following Phillips
Ð
[1985], Fwwb can be calculated via wind forcing as: Fwwb 5 cT^ w ðkÞdln k. As already noticed, the wind
energy transfer to breaking crests, Fswb , is comparable with Fwwb and may enhance the TKE production.
Ð
This term can be expressed via the AFS stress as: F wb 5 cT^ s ðkÞdln k [Kukulka and Hara, 2008a, 2008b].
s

Thus, the total production of TKE beneath the surface should be defined as the sum of a ‘‘standard’’
term describing impact of wave energy losses due to wave breaking and additional term describing
transfer of wind energy received by short-living breaking crests to the upper layer:
F wb 5Fwwb 1Fswb
ð
%
&
5 c T^ w 1T^ s ln k
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Although either of the terms depends on the length of breaking wave crests, their spectral behavior is quite
different (see Figure 4). This fact leads to different contribution of each of the mechanism to the TKE production over the depth. Further discussion of the impact of breaking waves on the water turbulence is out
of the scope of this paper.
Following Phillips [1985], KðkÞ, the total length of wave breaking fronts, relates to the overall energy dissipation, DðkÞ:
DðkÞ / g21 c5 KðkÞ

(15)

with proportionality constant of order from Oð1022 Þ to Oð1024 Þ [e.g., Romero et al., 2012; Kleiss and Melville,
2010, for more details and references). In the present coupled model, the energy dissipation is defined by
the second term in (A1): D5ag21 c5 k 21 ðB=aÞn11 . Comparing this relation with (15) we have:
KðkÞ5k 21 ½BðkÞ=a'n11
5a21 k 21 bðkÞBðkÞ

(16)

The second relation in (16) implies that wind forcing and dissipation in gravity range are the dominant
terms in the energy balance equation (A1). In the gravity range of the wave spectrum a52:831023 that fits
into the range of expected values of proportionality constant in (15). Combining (3) and (16) gives:
KðkÞ5ðcb =aÞ^s l ðu2% =gÞcos 2 uBðkÞ

(17)

and the AFS force (7) can be rewritten as
zTs ðzÞ5T^ s ðkÞk5eb =z
T^ s ðkÞ5cs sl ðub =c21Þ2 B0 ðkÞ

(18)

Ð
where cs 52cdb eb cb a21 fD ðk=kmb Þ bu cos 5 udu is the AFS stress parameter absorbing other parameters and
integral angular property of KðkÞ. The function fD ðk=kbm Þ included in cs restricts the existence of the AFS in
the wave number range (kbm is wave number of shortest breaking waves providing AFS). Indeed, smallscale breaking waves with k > kbm tend to generate parasitic capillaries spread over their forward slopes
[Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Fedorov et al., 1998]. The generation of parasitic capillaries prevents the formation of
sharp surface slopes, and thus prevents AFS over these waves. Generation of parasitic capillaries is included
in the wave spectrum model (see relation (A8) with (A4) in Appendix A), and the form drag supported by
these parasitic capillaries can be treated within the wave-induced stress defined by (2). Equation (18) provides a smooth transition from aerodynamically rough breaking crests and the form drag supported by AFS
from crests of breaking waves with kb < kbm to aerodynamically ‘‘smooth’’ regime and the form drag supported by momentum flux to parasitic capillaries generated by breaking waves with kb > kbm . In order to
"
#21
be consistent with the wave spectrum model, fD is defined as: fD ðk=kbm Þ512f 5 11ðk=kbm Þ4
with
kbm 5kc =4, where f is the spectrum function defined by (A10) in Appendix A.
3.2. Turbulent Closure
For the turbulent closure, a simplified Kolmogorov-Prandtl closure scheme is adopted. The turbulent stress,
s, relates to the wind velocity gradient via turbulent eddy viscosity kt 5lq1=2 as s5kt @u=@z, where u is the
mean wind velocity, q is the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), l is the mixing length, and the TKE dissipation
rate is et 5q3=2 l21 . For the atmospheric boundary layer over the nonbreaking surface, the TKE balance equation reads [e.g., Makin and Mastenbroek, 1996, for more details):
ðs1sw Þ@u=@z2q3=2 l 21 50

(19)

In this equation, contributions of divergence of vertical turbulent transport of both the TKE and the waveinduced energy are omitted. The latter simplification is valid for ‘‘slow’’ (relative to the wind speed) surface
waves, and loses its validity for fast surface waves (swell) where divergence of the wave-induced energy
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flux dominates the TKE balance [e.g., Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2004]. Anticipating that most of the form drag,
including wave breaking, is supported by ‘‘slow’’ surface waves, we use (19) in this study.
Wave breakings modify the TKE balance as argued by Kukulka et al. [2007] and recently demonstrated by
Suzuki et al. [2013] using LES simulations. Suzuki et al. [2013] have found that TKE in the presence of breaking waves results from the balance of dissipation, shear production, and so-called wake production. The
role of the vertical turbulent transport of TKE is weak. In the present model, accounting for the wake production is equivalent to adding the AFS stress to the wave-induced stress in the first term of (19). Solution
of (19) accounting for the momentum balance (11) (with turbulent stress defined by s5lq1=2 @u=@z) reads:
%
&1=2
q5u% u2% 2sw 2ss

(20)

and the turbulent eddy viscosity and the turbulent stress are expressed as:
"
#1=4
kt 5jðz1z0m Þu% 12ðsw 1ss Þ=u2%
' (3=4
s
jðz1z0m Þ @u
5
u2%
u%
@z

(21)

1=2

where we assumed that the mixing length is parameterized as l5jðz0 1zÞ, z0m 5cm m=s0 is the viscous
roughness length, s0 5sð0Þ is the surface shear stress, m is the kinematic viscosity in the air, cm ( 0:1 is a constant. If the form stress vanishes, sw 1ss 50, equation (21) turns into the classical relation for the wall boundary layer. The water surface in (21) is treated as a smooth surface with the aerodynamic roughness
1=2
z0m 5cm m=s0 scaled by viscous sublayer thickness (while the sea surface is of course aerodynamically rough
due to the form drag supported by waves). Within this closure framework, the turbulent heat transfer coefficient, kh , and heat flux, Q, are parameterized as:
kh 5Pr 21 kt

(22)

Q52Pr 21 kt @h=@z

where Pr 5 0.85 is the Prandl number [Donelan, 1990].
3.3. Solution
3.3.1. Momentum
Using (9) and (18), equation (10) takes the form:
@s s
2 FðzÞ50
@z z

(23)

where F is a dimensionless function of the form drag:
h
i
"
#
FðzÞ5 cw B0 ðkÞ k5el =z 1r cs ðUlb =c21Þ2 B0 ðkÞ

k5eb =z

(24)

and r5sðzel =eb Þ=sðzÞ is a factor close to 1. Solution of this equation satisfying the boundary condition s5u2%
at large z (z ! 1) is:
sðzÞ5u2% exp

' ð1
(
2 Fdln z

(25)

z

Then the local coupling parameter ac ðzÞ5½sw ðzÞ1ss ðzÞ'=u2% is:
' ð1
(
ac ðzÞ512exp 2 Fdln z

(26)

z

Using the closure scheme (21), the vertical wind profile reads
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0

ðs=u2% Þ3=4 ð11z0m =zÞ21 dln z
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(27)

The resistance law defining the friction velocity u* in the core of the boundary layer, well above the surface,
as a function of the wind speed Uh 5uðhÞ at reference level z5h, the surface drag coefficient, CDh , becomes:
u2% 5CDh Uh2

) ðh
*2
% 2 &3=4
CDh 5 j=
s=u%
ð11z0m =zÞ21 dln z

(28)

0

substituting sðzÞ from (25) gives:
) ðh
'
(
*2
ð1
CDh 5 j= exp 23=4 Fdln z ð11z0m =zÞ21 dln z
0

(29)

z

If F $ 0, then (27) corresponds to the classical drag coefficient for the smooth surface. Wind waves extract
momentum from the airflow leading to transition of the sea surface from aerodynamically smooth to rough.
The impact of wave breaking on the surface drag increases faster with wind speed than that of nonbreaking
waves, compare the first and the second terms in the RHS of (24). Therefore, we may anticipate that at high
winds the form drag of the sea surface is mainly supported by breaking waves.
3.3.2. Heat
At stationary conditions, the component of the heat flux from the wave-induced oscillations is negligible,
and the heat balance in the lower part of the atmospheric boundary layer above waves is reduced to the
height independent turbulent heat flux: QðzÞ5const [Makin and Mastenbroek, 1996]. Using (22) with eddy
viscosity (21), the air temperature profile takes the form:
hðzÞ5hs 2Pr Q=ðju% Þ

ðz

0

ðs=u2% Þ21=4 ð11z0m =zÞ21 dln z

(30)

where hs is the water temperature. Correspondingly, the heat transfer coefficient, CQh , relates the heat flux
to the wind speed, Uh , and the air temperature, hh , at reference level z5h as:
Q5CQh ðhs 2hh ÞUh

(31)

Using (30), it reads:
1=2 1=2

1=2

ch 5Pr 21 ð h
0

CQh 5ch CDh
j

(32)

ðs=u2% Þ21=4 ð11z0m =zÞ21 dln z

A reduction of the turbulent stress near the surface, or an increase of the coupling parameter (since
s=u2% 512ac ) decreases the temperature gradient in the core of the boundary layer, thus decreasing the
heat transfer coefficient (32). On the other hand, the same effect works opposite way by increasing the drag
coefficient (see (28)), and thus the heat transfer coefficient. Overall, the wind wave coupling parameter
1=2
impacts both, CDh (by increasing it) and ch (by decreasing it) leading to overall weak dependence of the
heat transfer coefficient CQh on wind speed. Notice that (31) and (32) can be used for any scalar quantity,
e.g., the water vapor humidity.

4. Results
Given the wind speed at a reference level, the wind wave coupled model consist of the closed system of
algebraic equations describing wave spectrum (relation (A12) with (A7) and (A8)), drag coefficient (28), vertical profile of the shear stress (25), and the wind velocity (27). Solution of this system of equations can be
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found by iterations. Once solution has found, the heat transfer coefficient (32), temperature profile (30), as
well as other parameters of the sea surface (e.g., MSS, (33), and length of breaking crests, (17)) can easily be
calculated.
Parameters of the wave spectrum model are constrained by observations [Yurovskaya et al., 2013] and kept
unchanged. Next, we focus on remaining tuning parameters to match the fully coupled model to observations. These remaining parameters are included in the parameterization of the AFS stress (18), leaving very
little ‘‘freedom’’ to adjust them given that the length of breaking crest, KðkÞ, is already predefined by the
spectral model.
4.1. Nonbreaking Surface
Let us first consider the coupled model prediction when the wave breaking stress is ‘‘switched off.’’ In this
case, all parameters of the coupled model are set, and the same growth rate (3) governs both the waterand the air-side of the coupled model. The drag coefficient and the Charnock parameter for this truncated
variant of the coupled model are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates the mean square slope (MSS) of the
sea surface
s2 5

ðð

BðkÞdudln k

(33)

and its cross-wind, s2cr , and up-wind, s2up ,
s2cr 5
s2up 5

ðð

ðð

sin 2 uBðkÞdudln k
(34)
cos 2 uBðkÞdudln k

where u50 corresponds to the wind direction. Referring to Figure 2, the model MSS is apparently consistent with Cox and Munk’s [1954] field data. Given reasonable MSS, together with reasonable magnitude of
the wind wave growth rate, the sea surface drag coefficient is expected to be in close agreement with
empirical values. But this is not the case, and the model drag coefficient and the Charnock parameter are
apparently underestimate data by Fairall et al. [2003] and Edson et al. [2013] obtained in field conditions
(Figure 1).
We further check if the truncated (without AFS) model is capable to reproduce the data with enhanced
spectrum level. Figure 1 shows model drag coefficient with an MSS increased twofold (via a twofold
increase of the spectrum level). In this case, CD10 becomes comparable with the measurements at high
winds, but it overestimates the data at low winds. The Charnock constant, Figure 1b, demonstrates more
evidently the inability of a truncated model to reproduce the data (even with unrealistically large MSS),
especially to reproduce the observed wind trend in z0 g=u2% . Notice that calculations in Figures 1a and 1b are
similar to results by Chalikov and Rainchik [2010, Figures 10 and 11]. In order to reproduce observed CD10 ,
Chalikov and Rainchik [2010] assumed the spectrum tail in the wave number range up to shortest scales
(and thus MSS) to depend on wave-age. Such an assumption, never been strongly supported in real sea
conditions, led to results similar to the truncated model contradicting to the observations.
4.2. Impact of Wave Breaking
As the length of wave breaking crests is also prescribed by the spectral model, the remaining tuning parameters in the definition of the AFS stress are the local drag coefficient of an individual breaking crest, cdb , and
the steepness, eb , of breaking waves. The latter varies between 0.3 and 0.5. Following an analogy of a breaking crest with a backward step, an empirical value of cdb can vary between 0.1 and 0.5 [see discussion in
Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2001].
The drag coefficient and the Charnock parameter for the full coupled model are shown in Figure 1. Inclusion
of the AFS stress results in better match of the model form drag with the Fairall et al. [2003] measurements.
It also reproduces the wind dependence of the Charnock parameter. The best fit to observations is found at
cdb 50:35 and eb 50:3. As expected, the impact of the breaking stress is negligible at low winds. But it
becomes increasingly important at stronger winds where it grows faster than nonbreaking wave-induced
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stress (Figure 3). At wind speeds above 15
m/s, the wave breaking contribution to the
form drag exceeds the contribution of
nonbreaking waves.
Spectral behavior of the wave-induced and
the wave breaking stresses is shown in Figure 4. The spectral contribution of wind
waves to wave-induced stress is almost
uniform, similar to what has been previously reported by Kudryavtsev and Makin
[1999]. The bulk impact of breaking stress
is dominated by the shortest waves (see
Figure 4). This is explained by the spectral
distribution of the length of wave breaking
fronts, KðkÞ. Following (17), the contribution of the spectral peak breaking waves is
relatively modest. This has been experimentally verified by Gemmrich et al. [2008]
and Sutherland and Melville [2013, Figure
Figure 3. Wave-induced stress sw =u2% (dash line), wave breaking stress
ss =u2% (dash-dotted line, and their sum (solid lines) scaled by the square
1]; see also Figure 6, for comparison. The
friction velocity as a function of wind speed.
spectral distribution of the total stress
shown in Figure 4, indicates that the surface drag is mainly supported by the form
drag corresponding to the high-frequency tail of the wind wave spectrum.
Momentum flux to the ‘‘regular’’ and breaking waves results in significant deviation of the vertical wind profile from the reference one corresponding to the airflow over the smooth (no impact of waves) surface
(Figure 5). This deviation can be treated as a deceleration of the airflow due to the sheltering, which is
mostly controlled by wave breakings.
4.3. Sea Surface Properties
The most remarkable feature of simulated wave spectra is a strong sensitivity of the energy of
centimeter-to-millimeter waves to the wind speed (Figure 6). At moderate winds, a clear spectral
peak of the saturation spectrum is present in the millimeter wavelength range. This peak

Figure 4. Spectra of the wave-induced (dash lines) and wave breaking (solid lines) stresses at the surface and their sum (dotted lines) at
(left) 5 m/s and (right) 15 m/s.
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Figure 5. (left) The wind and (right) the air temperature profiles at 20 m/s wind speed at reference level z 5 100 m. Dash lines show ‘‘reference’’ profiles when form drag is switched off (aerodynamically smooth surface). Solid lines show the full model calculations. Gray dash
lines adjacent to the z axis indicate altitude of the impact of spectral peak wave (top line) and shortest breaking waves (bottom line) on
the form stress.

corresponds to generation of the parasitic capillaries. Simulated spectra of shortwaves are consistent
with observations. Interested readers are referred to Yurovskaya et al. [2013] for more extensive comparisons with measurements.
Model KðkÞ (defined by (17) but transformed to 1-D distribution KðcÞ) in Figure 6 is consistent with the
Sutherland and Melville [2013] measurements that include observations of breaking crests with and without
white caps as well as breaking crests generating parasitic capillaries. Sharp fall of observed KðcÞ toward
large spatial scales suggests the dominant contribution of the shortest breaking waves to the form drag of
the surface.

Figure 6. (left) Omnidirectional saturation spectra of wind waves at 100 km fetch. Black lines are model calculations at wind speeds 5 m/s
(dash-dotted lines), 10 m/s (dash lines), and 15 m/s (solid lines). Gray lines are measurements by Yurovskaya et al. [2013] at 4.6 m/s (dashdot), 10.3 m/s and 10.2 m/s (dash), and 14.4 and 15.9 m/s (solid). (right) Omnidirectional length of breaking front versus phase speed of
breaking waves at 100 km fetch. Black lines show model KðcÞ5ð2k=cÞKðkÞ with KðkÞ defined by (17) at (dash-dot) 5 m/s, (dash) 10 m/s,
and (solid) 15 m/s (corresponding inverse wave-age, U10 =c, is 0.84, 1.13, and 1.43). Shaded area schematically indicates measured KðcÞ presented by Sutherland and Melville [2013, Figure 1].
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Figure 7. (left) The mean square slope (MSS) of the sea surface in the wave number interval k > 20 rad/s and (right) ratio of the cross-wind
to the up-wind components of the MSS versus wind speed: dash lines are Cox and Munk [1954] data defined as a difference between MSS
for the clean and slick surface; solid lines are the model calculations; gray solid lines are fit of the measurements by Yurovskaya et al.
[2013].

MSS growth with the wind is apparently reduced at winds above 10 m/s (Figure 2), which is a consequence
of a sheltering of shortwaves by larger scale waves. The model short-wave MSS (integrated over k > 20 rad/
m, Figure 7) is consistent with observations. Observed MSS of shortwaves is estimated from the Cox and
Munk [1954] data as the difference between MSS of the clean surface and MSS of the slick covered surface
[Vandemark et al., 2004]. Although it is difficult to estimate the exact spectral interval of waves suppressed
in natural slicks, we here adopt that waves shorter than 30 cm are effectively suppressed, as discussed by
Cox and Munk [1954].

4.4. Heat Transfer
The impact of wind waves on the air temperature profile and the heat transfer coefficient is very different
from its impact on the wind and form drag. Referring to Figure 5, we see that effect of waves on the temperature profile acts in the opposite direction, as compared to the wind profile. It leads to relative decrease
of the air temperature gradient above the layer affected by waves. This is an apparent consequence of the
reduction of turbulent eddy viscosity in the sheltered layer near the surface. Indeed, to maintain the heat
flux constant, the temperature gradient in the sheltered layer increases that results in decrease of its value
in the layer above.
Model heat transfer coefficient, relation (32), and the roughness scale, z0t for temperature defined as:
+
,
21=2
z0t 5hexp 2jch

(35)

are shown in Figure 8. In the presence of waves, the roughness scale z0t drops relative to its value over
smooth surface. In contrast, the heat transfer coefficient for the full model exceeds the values corresponding to the smooth surface. The enhanced momentum roughness scale overcomes the effect of decreasing
the temperature roughness scale, thus the net wave impact results in increasing heat transfer coefficient
with wind.
The Fairall et al. [2003] empirical heat transfer coefficient
CH10 5j2 =½ln ð10=z0 Þln ð10=z0t Þ'

(36)

and the temperature roughness scale
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Figure 8. (left) Heat transfer coefficient and (right) the heat transfer roughness scale versus wind speed: dash lines show empirical dependences suggested by Fairall et al. [2003], COARE 3.0 data; dash-dotted lines are the heat transfer relations for the smooth surface (form drag
is switched off); solid lines are the model calculations following (32) and (35).

h
i
z0t 5min 1:131024 ; 5:531025 ðz0 u% =mÞ20:6

(37)

are also included in Figure 8 for the reference. The model is in close agreement with empirical data reproducing both momentum and heat transfer characteristics.

5. Discussion
5.1. Sensitivity of Drag Coefficient to Wave Spectrum Variations
We remind that the ‘‘water-side’’ of the coupled model is constrained by the measurements (Yurovskaya
et al. [2013], for short-wave spectrum; Donelan et al. [1985], for dominant wave spectrum; Cox and Munk
[1954], for the MSS; Sutherland and Melville [2013], for breaking crests length) and does not possess any free
tuning constants. On the other hand, one may anticipate that these measurements describe some averaged
statistical properties of the sea surface, and in reality wave spectrum (as well as wave breaking) may significantly vary relative to this mean state.
The linear response of the drag coefficient (29) to variations, dF, of the form drag function (24), is described
by

dCDh 3
5
CDh 2

ðh
0

%

ð
&21 % 2 &3=4 1
0
11z0v =z
s=u%
dFd1 d1
z
ðh
%
&21 % 2 &3=4
11z0v =z
s=u%
d1

(38)

0

where dCDh is deviation of the drag coefficient from its ‘‘undisturbed’’ value caused by dF. Let us assess
impact of wave spectrum variations specified as dB5cB (c is a small constant) on drag coefficient. Following
(24), variation of form drag function F in this case is dF5cF. Response of the drag coefficient to the spectrum variations defined as dCDh =ðcCDh Þ is shown in Figure 9. Since impact of wind waves on the surface
drag increases with the wind speed (see, e.g., Figure 3), sensitivity of the drag coefficient to variations in the
wind wave spectrum also increases with increasing wind speed. Magnitude of the response coefficient is
quite low, about 0.3–0.4 at wind speed around 10 m/s, therefore using linear relation (38) we may assess
effect of rather ‘‘large’’ spectrum modulations on CDh . Referring to Figure 9, one may find that quite strong
spectrum modulations, with c5650% result in weaker variations of the drag coefficient, about 610% to 25
% at wind speeds in the range from 5 to 20 m/s. If we assume that such spectral variations envelop natural
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Figure 9. (left) Coefficient of sensitivity of the surface drag coefficient, dCD10 =ðcCD10 Þ, to the wave spectrum variations, dB5cB versus wind
speed. (right) Scattering of the model drag coefficient from the ‘‘undisturbed’’ values (solid line) caused by variations of the wave spectrum
at different wind speeds. Upper and lower bounds of the dark shaded area correspond to the spectrum variations with c50:5 and
c520:5, respectively. Upper bound of the light shaded area corresponds to the spectrum variations with c51:0, and the lower bound corresponds to c521:0. In the latter case, wave spectrum level vanishes, thus drag coefficient coincides with smooth surface drag coefficient
shown by dash line.

variability of wave field (in the open sea conditions), then simulations shown in Figure 9 may explain
reported scattering in measurements of CD10 [except for a low wind conditions when origin of scattering of
CD10 measurements is different, see, e.g., Edson et al., 2013]. Range of CD10 variations for ‘‘maximum permissible’’ limit c56100% provides further insight in possible range of CD10 variability, Figure 9. Notice that use
of linear relationship (38) for this case is questionable. Therefore, the low limit for CD10 at c521:0 (spectrum
level is vanished) is set on the drag coefficient for the smooth surface, thought the upper limit for CD10 at c
51:0 is calculated following (38).
As a matter of fact, relationship (38) shall be useful for investigation of spatial variability in surface fluxes
(momentum and heat) caused by interaction of wind waves with nonuniform surface currents, as well as
suppression of shortwaves by surfactants in slicks. Following (38), modulations of wave spectrum and wave
breaking should lead to variations in surface drag coefficient (as well as in the heat transfer coefficient), that
may in turn engender a feedback between the atmosphere and the upper ocean boundary layers.
5.2. Alternative Description of AFS Stress
Model calculations demonstrate the crucial role of wave breaking contribution in supporting the air-sea
fluxes. The AFS stress parameterization in the model is based on similarity of a breaking crest with a backward step. While being practical, this analogy can appear too restrictive to describe the complexity of wave
breakings. Wave breakings are often accompanied with intense crest disruptions, development of egg-like
roughness patterns that entrain the air and result in well-visible whitecaps.
Rather than being produced by wave breakings along sharp one-dimensional crests, experimental spectra
of surface disturbances generated by breaking waves appear almost isotropic and fall off as roughly k 23:5 at
wave numbers above the spectral peak wave number [Walker et al., 1996; Ericson et al., 1999]. We suggest
that such spectra can be treated as Kolmogorov-type spectra resulting from the energy flux, P, from the
largest energetic breaking disturbances toward shorter scales. The energy flux is P / gkb22 xb 5cb3 , where xb ,
kb , and cb are frequency, wave number, and phase velocity of the breaking wave. Hence, from dimensional
analysis 2-D spectrum, Wb ðkÞ, of breaking crest roughness elevations is: gWb ðkÞ / P2=3 k 23 . Corresponding
1-D spectrum, wb ðkÞ, reads:
wb ðkÞ5ckb21 k 22
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where c ( 731022 is a proportionality constant to fit data reported by Ericson et al. [1999, Plate 1]. From
these measurements, the disturbance spectra peaked at wave number kP , kP 5pkb , with a parameter p varying in the range p ( 6210 depending on breaker intensity. The significant height of local roughness
patches, hb , corresponding to the spectrum (39) is:
hb 54

'ð kc
kP

wdk

(1=2

( 4c1=2 p21=2 kb21

(40)

At p ’ 6, the steepness of the crest roughness is rather large, about hb kP ( 2:5 (or hb kb ( 0:4). Following
Melville [1977], a local aerodynamic roughness scale, z0b , provided by these rough and steep patches can be
defined as:
z0b 5ð1=mÞhb ( 4m21 c1=2 p21=2 kb21

(41)

where m is an empirical constant of the order of O(1–10) [i.e., Melville, 1977]. We further assume that these
aerodynamically rough patches cover a fraction of the sea surface proportional to / k 21 Kdk. Adjustment
of the airflow to these abrupt changes in the surface roughness results in development of an inner boundary layer over each of these rough patches (to keep similarity in terminology, hereafter this internal boundary layer is referred to as the inner region, IR). Depth of this IR, lb, is proportional to the distance from the
1=2
windward edge of a patch: / cdb x (cdb is the local drag coefficient). At the down-wind side of a patch,
x / kb21 , the IR depth reaches the maximum:
1=2

lb ( cdb kb21

(42)

This IR depth corresponds to the height of impact of wave breaking on the vertical profile of momentum
flux (similar to the height, eb kb21 , of the ‘‘separation bubble’’ in (1); see also Suzuki et al. [2013] for the LES of
airflow over an individual breaker).
As the airflow accelerates above wave crests, the wind speed on the upper boundary of the internal boundary
layer, lb, is presented as the sum of the mean wind speed and the wave-induced variations: ub 5ulb 1eb ðulb 2cÞ,
where ulb 5uðlb Þ [e.g., Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2004]. Turbulent stress within the IR, sb (which is equal to the surface stress acting on the breaking crest) is proportional to the squared velocity difference / ðub 2cÞ2 :
sb 52cdb ðulb 2cÞ2

(43)

where ð11eb Þ2 ( 2, and cdb is the surface drag coefficient for the IR defined as:
cdb 5j2 =ln 2 ðlb =z0b Þ

(44)

Accounting for the breaking crests roughness scale (41), the local drag coefficient (44) becomes:
+
,
1=2
cdb 5j2 =ln 2 1=4 ) cdb mc21=2 p1=2

(45)

At c5731022 , m55, and p56 the drag coefficient for breaking crests is cdb ( 1021 .
To account for average drag imposed by wave breakings, sb is further normalized by the fraction of the sea
surface covered by enhanced roughness patches generated by breaking crests. For a narrow spectral band,
the fraction is proportional to / k 21 Kdk with a proportionality constant ab of the order of O(1). Thus, the
stress supported by all breaking crests reads:
dss 5ab sb k 21 Kdk
52ab cdb ðulb 2cÞ2 k 21 Kdk

(46)

It is not surprising to see, strong similarity between (4) and (46). In both cases, the overall impact of breaking waves on the surface drag is proportional to their intensity (expressed in terms of total length of
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breaking fronts), and the form drag of individual breakers varies as wind speed squared (from dimensional
reasons). Accordingly, the two mechanisms can possibly coexist. Yet, the mechanism associated with breaking crest disruptions may be suggested to be closer to visual observations and experimentally measured
intense near-isotropic roughness changes at the crest and roughness patches in the wake of larger scale
breakers.

6. Conclusions
Following previous attempts, a revised wind-over-wave-coupling model is suggested. A consistent description of the coupled wind wave system is derived to provide the form drag and heat/moister transfer coefficients, wind velocity profiles, wind wave spectra in the decimeter to millimeter wavelengths, and wave
breaking parameters. A key role in this new development is related to the overall impact associated with
local and intermittent wave breakings. Wave breakings control energy losses from the gravity waves, generate shorter surface waves including parasitic capillaries, and support a significant portion of the surface
form drag. The present model describes a transition between aerodynamic properties of breaking crests
from aerodynamically ‘‘rough,’’ with a local form drag supported by the AFS, to aerodynamically ‘‘smooth,’’
with a form drag supported by momentum flux to parasitic capillaries.
Wave spectrum in the coupled model is represented as a solution of the wave action budget equation. The
terms of this equation are constrained to reproduce the fundamental statistical properties of the sea surface
including the mean square slope and the spectral density of breaking crest lengths. They are also fit to
reproduce in situ instrumental measurements of short wind wave spectra [Yurovskaya et al., 2013]. In that
sense the ‘‘water-side’’ part of the model does not include any free tuning parameters. The ‘‘air-side’’ of the
model has only one tuning parameter, the form drag coefficient of a breaking crest that is adjusted to
match with experimental data.
The form drag of the sea surface cannot be explained solely by considering interactions between the airflow
and the regular (nonbreaking) surface. Introduction of the form drag supported by wave breaking crests
helps to reconcile the model surface drag with observations. The form drag supported by wave breakings
rapidly increase with wind speed. Its contribution to the form drag exceeds that of the regular nonbreaking
waves at winds above 15 m/s.
The impact of wind waves on the air temperature profile and the heat transfer coefficient is different from
their impact on the momentum characteristics. Due to the suppression of the turbulent mixing in the sheltered layer near the surface, the temperature gradient in this layer increases to maintain the heat flux constant. This in turn leads to decrease of the temperature gradient in the layer above. This deformation of the
vertical temperature profile tends to lower the temperature roughness scale compared to its value over the
smooth surface.
Simulated momentum and heat transfer characteristics as well as the sea surface properties agree with
available experimental data, suggesting that this semiempirical coupled model may serve as a simple practical tool for investigations of various aspects of the air-sea interactions and remote sensing issues.

Appendix A: Wave Spectrum
Model of the wind wave spectrum suggested in Kudryavtsev et al. [1999] and Kudryavtsev and Johannessen
[2004] and recently constrained using Yurovskaya et al. [2013] data are used. In order to emphasize the
strong link between ‘‘water-side’’ and ‘‘air-side’’ of the coupled model, we give below a brief overview of the
spectrum model.
Shape of the spectrum results from solution of the energy balance equation
3 25

QðBÞ $ x k

)
*
'
(
BðkÞ n
bm ðkÞBðkÞ2BðkÞ
1Qb ðkÞ 50
a

(A1)

where QðBÞ is the total energy source consisting of (the first term) effective wind forcing, (the second term)
nonlinear energy losses (associated with wave breaking in the gravity range, and nonlinear limitation of the
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spectral level in the capillary-gravity range), and (the third term) generation of shortwaves by breaking of
longer waves (Qb), including generation of parasitic capillaries. In this equation, bm ðkÞ5bðkÞ24mk 2 =x is the
effective growth rate, which is the difference between the wind growth rate bðkÞ and viscous dissipation (m
is water viscosity coefficient). Wind growth rate in the spectrum model is defined by the same relation (3)
as in wave-induced momentum flux. Parameters a and n in (A1) are tuning functions, which are equal to
constants a5ag ; n5ng at k=kc * 1, and equal to other constants (e.g., n 5 1) at k=kc ( 1, kc 5ðg=cÞ1=2 is
wave number of minimum phase velocity.
w
Source term Qb 5Qpc
b 1Qb describes generation of short surface waves by wave breaking. As suggested,
breaking crests of waves with k + kbm generate enhanced surface disturbances characterized by spectrum
(39). Once breaking process is completed, these surface disturbances disperse and generate ‘‘freely’’ propagating angularly isotropic surface waves. Rate of their generation is defined by see Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004, for more details]:

xk 24 Qwb ðkÞ / k 23

ð min ðk=p;kbm Þ
0

kb21 cb Kðk b Þdk b

(A2)

Notice that this equation differs from Kudryavtsev and Johannessen [2004], their equation (9), due to introduction of another spectrum (39) for the breaking crest roughness. With use of (16), relation (A2) becomes
Qwb ðkÞ5cbw c21

ð ð min ðk=p;kbm Þ

cbBdudln k

(A3)

0

where cbw is a tuning constant, here cbw 52:731022 , chosen so that to fit observed level of short-wave spectrum at cross-wind directions [see Yurovskaya et al., 2013, for more explanation].
Due to the effect of the surface tension, breaking waves with k > kbm are not disrupted, but produce ‘‘regular’’ trains of parasitic capillaries. Wave numbers of generated capillaries, k, and breaking waves, kb , are
linked as: kkb 5kc2 . Rate of generation of parasitic capillaries is:
Qpc
b ðkÞ5/ðkÞ½bB'kb 5kc2 =k

(A4)

where /ðkÞ is a filter function restricting generation of parasitic capillaries in k-space.
It is assumed that the spectrum of shortwaves (waves from the equilibrium range), Bsw , is a superposition of
spectrum of ‘‘freely propagating’’ surface waves generated by wind forcing and wave breaking (we call
them as wind waves), Bw , and spectrum of parasitic capillaries (bound waves), Bpc , generated on the crests
of that freely propagating waves:
Bsw ðkÞ5Bw ðkÞ1Bpc ðkÞ

(A5)

Either Bw ðkÞ and Bpc ðkÞ spectra are defined as solution of the energy balance equation (A1). Spectrum Bw is
found as solution of (A1) where Qb is replaced by Qwb . Solution of such a nonlinear equation is not straightforward, but it can be effectively found by iterations starting from approximate solutions for up-, down-,
and cross-wind directions. At down-wind directions source Qwb should be small relative to wind forcing, and
approximate solution of (A1) is: Bdw 5abm1=n . At cross-wind directions bv ( 0, and we have:
% w &1=ðn11Þ
n=ðn11Þ
Bcr
Qb
. Finally, at up-wind directions (where bm ðkÞ < 0), the spectral level is small enough
w ( a
to ignore nonlinear term, thus: Bup
w ( 2Iwb =bm . Combination of these three ‘‘asymptotic’’ solutions
"
%
&#
up
B0w 5max Bdw ; min Bcr
w ; Bw

(A6)

provides a first guess for wave spectrum. Next iteration for wave spectrum is defined by
Bjw 5Bj21
w 2½QðBw Þ=ð@Q=@Bw Þ'Bw 5Bj21
w

(A7)

Practically, iteration scheme (A7) with the first-guess (A6) converges after three iterations.
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Spectrum of parasitic capillaries results from the same energy balance equation (A1) where the parasitic
capillary term Qb 5Qpc
b is the only energy source (wind forcing is omitted). Solution of this equation is
straightforward and reads:
Bpc ðkÞ5

)
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi*
a
24mk 2 =x1 ð4mk 2 =xÞ2 14Qpc
b ðkÞ=a
2

(A8)

with Qpc
b defined by (A4) with B replaced by Bw .
The model tuning functions nðk=kc Þ and aðk=kc Þ are defined following Kudryavtsev et al. [2003], and specified as
1=nðkÞ5ð121=ng Þf ðk=kbm Þ11=ng
ln ½aðkÞ'5ln a2ln "c b =n

(A9)

with cb 50:03 as a mean value of the growth rate, parameter ng is fixed at ng 510 in order to be consistent
with Banner et al. [1989] data. Tuning function f ðk=kbm Þ in (A9) is specified as
f ðxÞ5x 4 =ð11x 4 Þ

(A10)

with kbm equal to kbm 51=4kc , – is wave number dividing breaking waves on large-scale breaking waves
(with k < kmb ), which generate the crest’s perturbations with spectrum (39), and small-scale breaking waves
(with k > kmb ), which generate parasitic capillaries with spectrum (A8). Constant a in (A9) is the key tuning
model constant. It must be chosen so as to get right value of the MSS; it is fixed at a5231023 [see Yurovskaya et al., 2013, for more details].
The filter function /ðkÞ restricts action of the parasitic capillaries source (A4). High-frequency cutoff of /ðkÞ must
h
l
be linked to the transition wave number kbm as kpc
5kc2 =kbm , and its low-frequency cutoff is defined as kpc
5ð3=2Þ
kc after comparison with the measurements [Yurovskaya et al., 2013]. Shape of the filter function is specified as:
h
i h
i
l 2
h 2
/ðkÞ5f ðk=kpc
Þ 2f ðk=kpc
Þ ;

(A11)

with f defined by (A10).
Spectrum (A5) is valid in the equilibrium range of wind waves, i.e., far from the spectral peak. Full wave
spectrum is a composition of the equilibrium spectrum Bsw ðkÞ and spectrum Blw ðkÞ for energy containing
waves proposed by Donelan et al. [1985]:
BðkÞ5vBlw ðkÞ1ð12vÞBsw ðkÞ
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(A12)

where v is a ‘‘cutoff’’ function suggested by Elfouhaily et al. [1997], which suppresses Blw in the equilibrium
range.
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